
 

 

  

Assisting you to: 
Build and manage your brand online! 

UNDERSTANDING ONLINE 
MARKETING & SOCIAL MEDIA 
A digital marketing workshop course designed for entrepreneurs by entrepreneurs 
 

This interactive course from CG Consulting - Inspiring Solutions shows 

you how to set up and use your website, blog and social media to get 

business results. Entrepreneurs can learn about why they need to have a 

website presence, as well as the basics (and tips) of SEO, social media 

101 and how to use platforms like Google+, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 

YouTube and Blogging, as well as the metrics they should be using to 

track performance and ROI. 
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Building and managing your brand online! 

Understanding online marketing and social media 

A digital marketing essentials workshop course designed for entrepreneurs by entrepreneurs 

Course Introduction 
This interactive course from CG Consulting - Inspiring Solutions shows you how to set up and use your website, blog 

and social media platforms to get business results and measure a return on investment.  

Why the course was developed? 
The design of this interactive course has come about following the numerous “Old School vs. New School Marketing” 

information sessions, held in Cape Town and the Overberg in 2014 and early 2015. More than a 120 entrepreneurs 

attended, who from feedback and surveys conducted, requested that a workshop style training course, which would go 

into more detail; would greatly assist them in understanding the “minefield of online marketing and social media”. 

Who are the presenters? 
As entrepreneurs themselves, faced with limited marketing budgets, Charlise and Geoff Elske have an on the ground 

understanding of the challenges faced by other entrepreneurs in dealing with this very important element of the 

marketing mix.  

As part of their consultancy business, they also work with entrepreneurs in assisting and providing digital and online 

solutions for their respective businesses. By conducting needs analysis with their clients, CG Consulting have been 

able to get to grips with the real challenges and developing solutions to empower entrepreneurs, enabling them to set 

up and manage their own website, blog and relevant social media platforms. 

Course overview 
A workshop course that is designed by entrepreneurs for entrepreneurs is what does provide an edge to this training 

course, than the many other courses available from various institutions. Couple this with small working groups, as well 

as a pre-course web / social media audit that delegates have to complete, ensures that the discussions are more 

interactive and focused.  

The course is offered over a 6 week period, with each session being 3-hours in duration, which allows delegates to go 

back to their workplace and implement the learnings, and provide feedback at the next week’s session feedback forum 

time slot. Cg Consulting will also provide delegates with simple templates that can be used in developing and 

implementing an online strategy / action plan. Delegates also have access to a group Forum and Extranet Website. 

Following the course, delegates will also have the ability to interact with CG Consulting - Inspiring Solutions, if they have 

any questions or queries.   

The course will also enlighten the delegates and allow them to understand their skills set, time availability and what 

aspects of their digital strategy implementation could or should be outsourced.  

Who should attend? 
This course is ideal as a refresher for those businesses that are familiar with internet and online marketing (who might 

find themselves challenged by trying to keep pace with the technologies that are ever changing and/or updating in a 

very short time), but vital for those  business entrepreneurs who are finding themselves treading in new territory. 

Whether your business is just getting started with internet marketing or you want to brush up on the basics, this course 

will help you to set up and implement a successful internet marketing strategy. 

Why attend? 
Internet marketing might seem difficult and daunting. But by tackling each internet marketing tactic step by step, 

entrepreneurs can make it more manageable and start producing results. The course strives to provide an 

understanding of how internet marketing can improve a business’s overall marketing program and help to achieve 

business growth. What is key for entrepreneurs to understand is that Online Marketing is not the silver bullet, but rather 

works in conjunction with and compliments traditional marketing methods that should be or are in place.  

In our everything-online-all-the-time world, being able to grab and hold someone’s attention on the Internet is power. 

For businesses, that power tends to translate into money. 

Understanding and knowing how to use social media, in  

conjunction with your website, is an essential 21st century skill! 
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Course Outline 

 

 

Delegates will need to complete some pre-course work, which are simple 

exercises all conducted online. The information gathered will allow the 

trainers/facilitators a better understanding of a delegate’s understanding of internet 

marketing.  

A web/social audit will also need to be completed which will provide the trainers 

with information in order to try and tailor the sessions to meet the delegate / group 

needs. 

 

 

 

 

This session serves as an introduction to the course, the expectations, outcomes, 

and sets the platform for the next five sessions.   

 

Trends, statistics, understanding search engines and online strategy planning is 

included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session Content 

 What is an Online Strategy 

 What is the difference to traditional and 

internet marketing 

 What are the components of online or 

internet marketing 

 What is Promotion & Marketing Mix  

 What is social media 

 What is SEO (Search Engine Optimization) 

 What are search engines  

 How internet marketing and social media 

fits in to your overall business marketing 

mix.  

 Understand what is Internet marketing 

 Understand the role of social media 

platforms 

 How to develop an online strategy 

 How to develop a marketing mix  

 Understand what is SEO 

 Understanding search engines 

What you will learn 
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This session covers why you need a website, the components and design of a website 

and importance of having a responsive website to meet the ever growing mobile users.  

 

We also discuss why a Blog is the most valuable marketing and PR tool you can have, 

and how to become a blogger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Session Content 

 Why you need a website 

 The key components of a website. 

 Building a website 

 Responsive website design 

 Managing your website 

 Why you cannot afford to not have a blog 

 How to create a blog that gets results 

 How to maximise photos, videos  and  

widgets 

 A website tricks and  tip Sheet 

 

 

 Understand the components of a good 

website, and what will suit your business 

 In-house or outsource your web and blog? 

 How to improve your search engine 

optimization 

 Understand blogging 

 How to create a blog 

 Blogging setup tips and best practices 

 Creating blog posts 

 Blog writing tips and best practices 

 How to promote your blog posts to 

maximize their impact 

  

What you will learn 
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This session covers why you need Google Plus and how to take advantage of it for 

your business, and why you can’t afford to ignore Google Plus as it is highly integrated 

with Google Search.  

We then move on to discuss to how to harness the power of YouTube and video 

marketing, a vital tool especially in today’s world where people process visual content 

twice as fast as they do text.  

Sticking with the visual theme, we move on to Instagram, and find out why it is an easy 

way to grab the attention of your audience. We wrap up with an overview of why visual 

media provides great content for other social networks, and even your business 

website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Session Content 

 Find out how Google Plus , YouTube and 
Instagram works and why use them  

 Understand why Google created Google+ , 
and explore the Google+ cool features 

 Understand why YouTube is a powerful 
marketing tool 

 Discover why Instagram is one of the 
fastest growing networks 

 Understand why visual content is an easy 
way to grab the attention of your 
audience. 

 Understand how videos and images 
provides great content for other social 
networks 

 Understand how to connect with people 
and grow your visibility on Google+, 
YouTube and Instagram 

 Google+, YouTube and Instagram Quick 
start guide 

 Google+, YouTube and Instagram tricks 
and  tip Sheet 

 History of Google+ 

 How Google Plus, YouTube and Instagram 

work 

 Understanding Google+ cool features 

 The differences between personal and 

business pages 

 Creating a Google+ page for your business 

 Sharing status updates on your page 

 Setting up a YouTube channel for your 

business or brand 

 The different types of videos that are 

driving results on YouTube 

 How to turn images and video views into 

sales, leads and customers 

 How videos and images provides great 

content for other social networks like 

Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and even your 

website. 

 How to integrate videos into your website 

 Some top tips & tricks the experts use to 

optimize their Google+, YouTube videos 

and Instagram Pics. 

 How Google+, YouTube and Instagram fits 

into your marketing strategy  

What you will learn 
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This session covers why business cannot ignore using Facebook - your 

customers, competitors, suppliers, employees, partners and future customers 

are all using Facebook! We also discuss why many businesses struggle to get 

real results from their Facebook marketing efforts after getting started on 

Facebook.  

Keeping with theme “staying connected real-time” we discuss why Twitter is a 

powerful social network with a wider audience than on any other social 

network, and why the public nature of Twitter means that you can find and 

connect with prospects who might not be following you on other social 

networks. We also discuss why Twitter can be one of the most difficult social 

networks to understand.  

We wrap up the session discussing the third biggest social network, Pinterest, which is emerging as a powerful tool 

for businesses to market online. Should you be using Pinterest? The best part is that Pinterest doesn’t require daily 

updates and lots of time to be effective, and show how to optimize strategic keywords that can get your pins and profile 

noticed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session Content 

 Find out how Facebook, Twitter and 
Pinterest works and why use them  

 Understand the differences between 
profiles, pages, groups and events 

 Why businesses are using Facebook, 

Twitter and Pinterest 

 Why Twitter can be one of the most 

difficult social networks to understand 

 Understand why staying connected real-

time is important.   

 Understand what to post, tweet and pin to 
build an audience and connect with 
customers  

 Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest Quick 
start guide 

 Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest  tricks and  
tip Sheet 

 Social media etiquette tips. 

 Why use Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest 

 How Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest work 

 Customize your page to engage with your 

fans. 

 Customizing tabs with applications to set 

up your page 

 Understanding how profiles and pages link 

and work together. 

 How to build a following on Twitter 

 How to engage with your fans and 

followers. 

 How to create engaging posts that your 

fans and followers like, share, favourite, 

quote and repin 

 How to mine Twitter to discover relevant 

people and conversations 

 Understanding the Twitter “lingo” – 

Retweets, @ and # 

 What a Hashtag (#) is and how it works 

 Overview of setting up a Facebook Page, 

Twitter and Pinterest account for your 

business or brand. 

 Some top tips & mistakes to avoid on 

Facebook and Twitter 

 How Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest fits 

into your marketing strategy  

What you will learn 
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This session deals with the proverb - “The Money is in the List”.  

We start off covering the areas of how to build up a database, how to use an 

email newsletter effectively, and how to build a relationship and effectively 

interact with subscribers.  

We then explore why many basic marketing tactics remain relevant today, and 

how you should be using your existing communications and traditional marketing 

to encourage your customers to become part of your list, as well as to get them 

onto social media and to engage with you and your brand.  

We end of the session exploring why and what are mobile apps and widgets, 

and how to use them for acquiring new customers, or how mobile apps can assist you to manage your digital marketing 

life. 

 

 

  

Session Content 

 Understand what the term “The money is 
in the list” mean and how to use this 
effectively. 

 Understand the need for building a 
relationship and trust with your 
subscribers 

 Find out what a newsletter is and why you 
would want to offer one. 

 Understand how to build up a database, 
segmentation and content. 

 Understand the various email marketing 
service providers, and which ones are free.  

 Email newsletter Quick start guide 
 Email Newsletter Content Topics tip sheet 
 Understand why Social media may have 

transformed the way we do business, but 
that it hasn't replaced other forms of 
marketing altogether. 

 Understand how to Combine Traditional 
and Online Marketing 

 Understand what apps and widgets are 
about, why the rise in popularity, 

 Understand how Mobile apps can assist 
you to manage your digital marketing life 

 Top mobile app  tip list 

 What is an Email List? 

 Why Build an Email List? 

 How to Get Started With Your Email List 

Building? 

 Which Email Marketing Service Should You 

Use? 

 Interacting with your Subscribers and 

providing value and quality content 

 Overview of setting up an email newsletter 

template for your business or brand. 

 What is an RSS email subscription 
 Some top tips & mistakes to avoid on when 

sending out email newsletters 

 How email newsletter and traditional 

marketing methods fit into your marketing 

strategy  

 Discuss why many basic marketing tactics 
remain relevant today  

 Using traditional marketing methods with 

online / social media  to  grow  your email  

list and reach new people 

 What is a mobile app or widget? 

 How to use apps or widgets. 

What you will learn 
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This is the last session, and we deal with implementing or updating a marketing 

strategy /plan, the implementation of your plan, and most importantly measuring 

your success and ROI (return on investment), including easy to use templates 

and other tools that you can you use to measure performance.  

Having gone through the past 5 sessions, this wrap up session, provides a 

holistic view of planning, implementing and reviewing – i.e. a plan that covers 

the who, what, when, where and how – and not forgetting the measurement 

aspects to measure success.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Session Content 

 Understand how to develope, implement 
and measure an online strategy in order to 
optimize the time you spend online and  on 
social media 

 How to stay focused and disciplined to 
maximize the results of your digital and  
social media plan 

 How to measure the return for your efforts 
in social media marketing 

 Digital Strategy Quick start template 
 Digital Content / editorial calendar 

template 
 Tools, tactics and tips to help you to get 

more from your online efforts 
 

 “Action is the foundational key to all success.” - 
Pablo Picasso 

 “The way to get started is to quit talking and begin 

doing.” – Walt Disney 

 “It’s about using the right tools, with the right 

triggers, within a proper marketing framework” – 
Vishen Lakhiani 

 A basic component of any marketing strategy is to 

know your competition. 

 “The most important thing to remember is you 

must know your audience.” – Lewis Howes 

 “Think like a customer.” – Paul Gillin 

 “The golden rule for every businessman is this: “Put 

yourself in your customer’s place.” – Orison Swett 

Marden 

 “A brand is no longer what we tell the consumer it 

is – it is what consumers tell each other it is.” – Scott 

Cook 

 Marketers need to build digital relationships and 

reputation before closing a sale.” – Chris Brogan 

 “Traditional marketing talks at people. Content 

marketing talks with them.” – Doug Kessler 

 “Create a minimal viable product or website, launch 

it, and get feedback.” – Neil Patel 

 “Execution really shapes whether your company 

takes off or not.” – Pete Cashmore 

 “Tell people what specific action to take.” – Jay 

Abraham 

 “Stay committed to your decisions, but stay flexible 

in your approach.” – Anthony Robbins 

 “If plan “A” fails — remember you have 25 letters 

left.” – Chris Guillebeauhe 

What you will learn 
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Delegates enjoy additional support and have access to a group forum, training material as well as other resources. 

 

Delegates enjoy access to a dedicated Group Forum which allows delegates to interact with the course facilitators as 

well as other delegates. Questions, queries or general discussion matters can be discussed on this forum. 

 

 

Delegates enjoy access to a dedicated Extranet Website which allows delegates to download course material; 

supporting documents; as well as additional tools and resources. (The group forum is integrated into the Extranet – 

making it a one stop resource centre.)  
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Click on the “book now” button to be directed to the online booking process. 

Choose the venue that you would prefer to attend, and then complete the 

respective fields, and submit your booking. 

You will receive a confirmation email, and information on how to pay your 

deposit, which guarantees your spot on this course. 

Pay your deposit before the due date 

Upon receipt of your deposit, you will receive an email with a link that will direct 

you to the pre-course survey that needs to be completed 

Complete the survey and audit (will take you maximum 5 minutes – multiple choice) 

All done and dusted – your spot is ready and waiting! 

Email: info@cgagency.co.za  

Tel: (083) 386 6948 / (028) 316 3585 

mailto:info@cgagency.co.za

